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Abstract
Chaonians first were mentioned by the ancient Greek historian Tuqiditi, in 429 BC There
we learned that they governed without a king, but the two prostate, stemming from the
royal family. Chaonians appeared as a member of a political union in Epirus, at the end
of the rule Epirotic Alliance. They were widely included in Pyrros monarchy and later the
League of Epirus where the Chaon Foinike city was the capital of this connection.
Chaonia J-lay were laid in the mountains SW of Illyria Akrokeraune (Llogara) to
Kalamas River in the south, then it stretches along the coast of the Ionian Sea.Actually
today it is divided between Albania and Greece. Chaon has been regions with a dense
civic life. The City exit favored the conversion of areas around their political and
economic centers throughout the chaon territory in a large choinon with a characteristic
of internal political organization, with a life of economic, social and cultural and with
just one individual. In Chaon region, earlier than anywhere in Epirus and Illyria,
displaying fortified settlements in the late bronze and further developed time during the
Iron Age. Their exit was the result of internal economic development of Chaon cultural,
tribal community. Fortified settlements during VII-VI centuries of Butrot Kalivo I, served
as the basis for the emergence of cities in Chaoni as Butroti, Foinike Antigonea, Ajtojt
Peaks of Himara, Melanie (Helaion) etc. The purpose of the article is to outline the
Chaon Region, and individuality as political, as an urban political unit with a special
role in ancient Epirus. The article is based on ancient Greek sources, Roman authors and
recent literature on urban and political problems in Epirus
.
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1.

Introduction

Social Chaonia has been a major province in area, having Epirus, and Chaonians, one of the
major ethnicities of Epirus, Thesprotia along Molosve and other tribes as well as smaller
Amfiloket, Athamania, Aiteikët, Tymfejtë Oreste, Parauejt, Atintanes, Perrejtë, Enient, Euritanët
etj.(fig. 1,a,b).
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Fig.1.a- Source: Muzafer Korkuti, “Parailiret,
Iliret, Arberit”, Toena,Tirane,2003-

Fig.1.b-Source : Heinrich Kiepert: Atlas antiquus. 12.
Aufl. Berlin 1902

Tukiditi1 he mentions Kaonians, Tesprotet, Molosians, Amfiloket, Atintanes, Parauejte etc., all
these "barbarians", as the way of life and the language they use (R.SH., 2002).
Pseudo Skylacis On the other hand separates Epirios from Helens, saying "From Ambrakia tarts
Hellada”2. Strabon3 clearly divides, Epirotans from Greeks, saying that "At the entrance of the
Gulf of Ambrakia, at the right hand of him that floated in the bay to enter, reside Akarnania, who
are Greeks, and to the left Epirotans who are Epirotans ". Strabon brings us to the determination
that has made Efori "Start Akanarnia Hellada is because this money belongs to the tribes
Epirotans”. Strabon brings us to the determination that has made Efori start from Akanarnia
Hellada is because this money belongs to the tribes Epirotians”.

1

Tukiditi, Historiae , II, 5,8
Skylacis, Periplus, Ambracia, 33
3
Strabonis, Geographika, VII, 5
2
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Meanwhile C.Plini4 gives us a clear definition of the extent of Epir. He emphasizes that “Epirus,
taken generally begins to Keraune mountains ... and includes Chaonians, whence the name
Kaoni, Thesprotians, Antigone and Molossians, in whose land is the temple of Zeus of Dodona,
famous for its oracle”. Almost all ancient authors exclude Epirus, from Hellada.
Ancient authors have tried to outline the extent of some particular tribes in Epirus, including
Chaones. Pseudo Skylacis gives a general definition of Chaones placing, saying "Chaon is
against Korkyra, Alkinoi Island”5.
He further mentions that a certain unit of this region when he says that "in these areas are
Keraune mountains and nearby is a small island called Sason," mentioned mountains of Llogara
and Sazan Island. "After coming Chaonians Illyrians .... and the navigation of Chaonian side
holds half a day," says Skylacis. On the Ionian coast was divided between Chaon and Thesprotia
and had a space between them about 40 miles to exit Molos to the open sea.This division that
makes pseudo-Skylacis between Chaon, Thesprotia and Molos and is simultaneously political.
This determination that they lived "cata-coma" (in the villages), being in the political sense so as
territorial-political set of towns and villages that later were called koinōnia.
According to Strabo "by people of Epirus, Chaonians and lived thesprotians lived in coastal belt
of mountains Akrokeraune to Ambrachi Bay"6. So, by this definition, it appears that the Illyrians
were separated by Chaonians in north of Akrokeraune mountains.
Even Ptolemy, speaking of Epirus, says that "the western part of the mountains Akrokeraune
expires Ion coast, the Kaonisë ...."7. Akrokeraune mountains are taking place in more ancients
announcements, as Skylacis., Lykophroni, Apollodorus, Strabo, Pliny, Pausania, Appian,
Ptolemy, etc., as Kaonia mountains, in the frontier line with the Illyrians and the beginning of
Epirus.
Tukuditi Greek historian gives us the dividing line between the Thesprotian and Chaonian. "It
(thesproti) and river flows Thiamis, which separates Tesprotida by Kestrinoi"8. Based on this
fact, the researcher M.Lik in Albanian toponym found the ancient form of Epirus, Thyamis,
which was evolved on the basis of phonetic laws of Albanian. Thiamis River is identified in
Kalamas River.
Given the data from Tukiditi and Starboni, we can say that Chaon, stretching from the
Akrokeraune mountains, or Lighting heights in the north, to the Kalamas river, or ancient
Thiamisin in south; So, it is stretch along the Ionian coast. From east, Nemërçkë Mountain
separating Molos from Kaonia, middle and river flow Aoss constituted the border between.
Ancient authors have tried to outline the extent of some particular tribes in Epirus, including
Chaones. Pseudo Skylacis gives a general definition of Chaones placing, saying "Chaon is
4

C.Plini, Secundi Naturalis Historiae post Ludovici Iani Obitum, reconovit et scripturae discrepantia
adiceta , edidit carolus Mauoff, vol.I- III. Lipsiae in aedibus B.G.Teubueri 1892-1909, 4.1
5
Skylacis, Periplus, Illyroi, 22
6
Strabon,VII, 5
7
Ptolemeo,Geographia,III,13,2
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against Korkyra, Alkinoi Island”9. Internal parts of the territory have been Çameria, Vurgu,
Upper Kurveleshi mountain, highland of Gjirokastra-Delvin, the basin of Drinos to Lekël, and
Lunxhëria province. In the west and northwest, Kaonia bordered with Orikasit and Amante and
north with Atintan. In the South, Chaons, have had an unsustainable border. They were divided
with Thesprotians and river Thiamis, But in the first quarter of the fourth century BC, the
southern part of Kaonian, Kestrinoi, came under the rule of the royal Molos family, and make
Kestrina S.Bizanti10 Thesprotia, when he says that this name was called Kammania old.Traidler
thinks that Kestrina, before century V B.C, has been Chaone with Thiami River as border, but
later Kestrina past forever in Thesprots’s hands.
Recent archaeological excavations in the Foinike necropolis area, bring us an inscription of the
second half of the third century BC, where after the name of the person qualifies:” From Kerkyra,
“Kaonas” (Ante Quem, 2005 ). This inscription has special importance, because it lights again
over the scientific definition of Kaonia.As a definition we can say that Kaonia extends along
Ionian coastal. sweeps the sea of mountains Jon, Kerauneve Llogara or antique, to Kalamas or
Thiamesi ancient river in the south and from the Ionian Sea to the Tepelenë Lekël. It is a region
with emphasized character where are missing fields and is crossed by several rivers, like Pavla,
Bistrica, Kalasa, Drino and Kalamas.
Kaones had passed in civic life since the fifth century the cities as Butroti, Phoiniche, the Ajtojt
Çuke and many other civic fortified Onhezm, Karalibej, Qenurio, Kalivo, Vagalat, Malathre,
Mallçan, Rips or Chimara , Sopot, Hundësova along the Ionian coast, constituted urban pane of
KaoniaV- IV.After the mid-fifth century and during fourth century over century III, the process
of urbanization in Kaonia came on stage with his high.
This is expressed by an intensive development of civic life which extends Drinos valley, which
was born and developed as Antigonea main city, surrounded by other centers fortified: Leklit
castle, Labova Coss, Melan and Selo.This corresponds to an urban development economic
prosperity, mainly a developed craftsmanship, which rely on local production workshops working
tools, weapons, pottery and works in cities of art. The activity of Kaones trade in currencies
backed expectations on behalf of Phoinike civic community, or Antigonea Butrotit and
circulation of foreign currencies Epirotic, Helene, Durrahase, Orikasa, Macedonian, in the
territory of urban development Kaonia.This affected Kaonia political organization in a great
Choinon divided into sub-choinone where Phoinike, Antigonea Butroti and they controlled a vast
territory guarded by a series of castles.
Kaonians, as a big tribe in Epirus, have undoubtedly played a primary role among the other tribes
of Epirus and beyond. Century. V BC, Kaonians activated in most political events that involved
the Hellenistic world, the Peloponnesian War. Chaonian mention of the story begins with the
events of the Peloponnesian War, where, according Tukidit, "Kaon thousand, followed by
Thesprotians and Molossians, surrounded the city in Acarnania Start" in 429 BC11
According Tukiditit, "Kaonians (and Ambrakasit) Acarnania wanted to subdue all of them
disconnect from Athens. For this, lakedemonasit encouraged to prepare a fleet of allied forces
9

Skylacis, Periplus, Illyroi, 22
Byzantini.Stefani, De Urbibus et Populis,s,v, Kammania
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Tukiditi,II,5,8
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sent against Akarnanisë thousand Hoplites"12. Kaonian participation in a mass event shows that
they were a tribe organized politically and militarily powerful. This data comes from Tukiditit
where, according to him, "Chaonians that were full of confidence in themselves and that the local
residents of the continent's population counted as more militant, not stood up to the field,
attacked to take the city first, so that the honor of this work belonged only to them "13- comes to
town doing the Akarnanisë Strato.
But according to Tukiditi, “Thousand of Chaon barbarian were governing without king and on
their tops were prostate, for a year, Photis of Nicanor, stemming from the first family.14" Setting
the Tukiditi that "Chaonians governed without a king", shows that the kingdom has been
previously existent and that it was removed to Chaonians. Even Chaonian direction of two
prostate, "but to choose from the royal family," shows that, instead of the kingdom, Kaon
population has adopted an intermediate regime where the supreme power is entrusted to two
annual wizards. Admittedly Kaonians (also Thesprotian), as a tribe located in coastal facade of
Epirus, being more in touch with the outside world were most affected by the influence of
Hellenistic settlements, as Korkyre, lost royal tradition of leadership throughout the century V.
Strabo speaks of the supremacy of Molosoi Kaonian in Epirus, but gives no estimate of when.
"Kaonians and Molosians, he says, - were the most famous people Epirus, because of all the
times he had been in possession of one's time and because they had other ancient oracle of
Dodona celebrities"15.
This last data was on the Oracle of Dodona which enables us to say that it was for the last
century. V B.C., because, before the end of the century. Dodona V exceeds Moloses. To
Molosians, monarchy, in vv. 429 BC, was present dynasty of the kingdom to Ajakids.
Abandonment Chaonians was replaced with another form of leadership, which was carried out by
two annual officers, who have remained loyal dynasty. This leaves you to think that this is a
family scale, which enables the extraction of two prostate annually.
Chaon remained outside the sphere of influence molos and was not included in the link molos,
created during the reign of King Tharyba (430-390).Chaon remained outside the sphere of
influence Moloses and was not included in the link Molos, created during the reign of King
Tharyba (430-390).
Changing political map of Epirus, if we compare two lists of Epidam Theodoraqua Argos 360
and 330, undergoes a simplification in two states, one is Chaon, and represented by Phoinike (fig.
2). During the reign of A. Mollosi (342-331), who led "coalition Epirus" (Symah Epirotic) should
accept a calculus of Epirus tribes under the authority of the kings of Symahise Epirotic
Ajakid.Capital city remained the residence of the kings molos, Pasaronit city. Kaon recognized
Ajakid authority when the new state was born around the year 330. Outside the Kaon remained
Molos Sphere of influence and Was Not Included in the link moloses, which was created up
during the reign of King Tharyba (430-390).
12
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Fig. 2 Source : Cabane.P, “Illyrri meridionale et I’Epire dans I’atiqite” Adosa 1987, Kaonia
during IV cent,B.C
But a union thorough should take the time of Pyrros, which appears in the fact that he leads an
army into Italy, where Chaonians served alongside to the others. Dhionise Epirotes of
Halicarnassus, talking about the event, says that "... King Pyrros between Thesprotia pointed
phalanx of Chaonians 16". Dyonisi Halikarnassensis, Antiquitatum Romanarum, Excerpta, XX,
1,2. This great political union created by Pirros, was saved and during the reign of Alexander II,
until the fall of the Ajakid dynasty in V. 232 B.C. The collapse of this dynasty and taking
Phoinike by Illyrians brought changes to territorial space to Epirote northern border went up to
the Bylynes koinoni and Amante.
By the year 232, in Epirus was inverted the last queen, Deidamea and the monarchy took place by
a republican system, which is in the middle Kaon Epirotic connection with Phoinikian as the host
of this relationship (fig. 3). At the same time, faced Chaonians potency of the Illyrian kingdom, to
Teuta. Illyrian queen, along with attacks outside Epirus, against Elidës and Mesenisë, was
introduced and Kaoni by V-th century. 230 BC, "Phoinike attacked the city and take the first
attack17." Epirotes Phoinike went to help, but with the advent of 5000 other Illyrian forces under
the command of Skerdilaidit through Strait Antigonea (Tepelenë neckband), the ratio of forces
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Dyonisi Halikarnassensis,Antiquitatum Romanarum, Excerpta,XX,1,2
Polibi, Historiae,II,5,4
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changed in favor of the Illyrians. Thus, according to Polybius, "Epirotes were broke, many were
killed, captured, others went to Atintanes"18.
Keeping Phoinike by Illyrians who continued to remain temporaly.The city continued to be
political, economic and cultural capitals of the League Epirote.Koinoni Chaon had an active role
in this regard especially when conditions in its territory dispute to Roman-macedonian.In Romanyear 205 B.C, Phoinike become the center of peaceful conversations between the Roman
proconsul represented by P.Semproni and Philip V of Macedonia. From Polybius we learn that he
talks also attended Athamania king, Amynandri, and other leaders and Akarnania Epirote. Peace
made and received approval of the Roman Senate and temporarily brought calm even in our
Chaon region around five years, then resumes again conflict.Philip of Macedonia in V-th
century198. Chaons sends military forces to occupy the neckband of Antigonea to cut along the
Roman road Drino valley. Philip, the main attention, devoted to Aout strait protection .
No Antigonea issued gorge, he decided forces on both sides of the valley Aout. "Protection of the
Mountain Asnau (Golik), and the neckband of Antigonea Antagora entrusted, while the mountain
by Merop (Shendëlli) and passing way on this side of the river kept itself"19 - stresses Livi.
Romans pitted two gorges, compel Philip to withdraw. After this incident the League of Epirus
until now allied with Philip, already came with the Romans.

Fig.3 : Source : Cabane.P, “Illyrri meridionale et I’Epire dans I’atiqite” Adosa 1987,.
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Chaon Epirus, in the year 167 BC exceeds the greater catastrophe as a result of the Roman
conquest accompanied by widespread destruction of consul Emily Paul. After the year 167,
koinoni epiriot split, Molossians loyal to the Macedonian alliance and was hit hard by the Roman
army, and with the support kaon koinoni gave Rome the fight against Perseus of Macedonia
escaped destruction. So the north-west of Epirus escaped looting and burning by Emily Paul
ordered, but not inescapable political disintegration of structures based on traditional koinōnia.
In the year 157 to 156, "Roman senate expects two delegations Epirus20". One of these
delegations was representative of Foinike, which makes to guess again joining the two parts of
Epirus in a koinon Epirote. In fact, other elements were cut and were organized autonomously,
under the tutelage of the Romans. Such is the Chaon koinoni of prasaibes based in the province
and the city of Butrint koinoni Chaon about Phoinike. The emergence of a small koinoni inside
Epirote koinonit great, Butrotin based, connected, besides the political situation created by the
Roma, even with the configuration of the terrain, which created the relatively closed to each
other. Maybe Phoinike competited through Onhezmi port, pushing Butrotin the area around it
towards a greater independence.Koinoni of Prasaibes , with capital Butrotin, gathered a number
of fortified settlements around , as Karalibej , Qenurio , Kalivo , Vagalat , Malathre , Cuke of
Ajtojt etc.(Fig.4)

20
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Source: Gjerak Karaiskaj “Butrinti dhe fortifikimet e tij”, 8 Nentori,Tirane,1983

On socio- economic organization of the political koinoni helps us immensely in epigraphic
material , where securities are inscriptions carved in stone blocks . These allow us to really see
that we have a society with a limited number , where its cells , the family is strong , where
women have rights too broad , acts to release the slaves . Over curving data show a free citizen
council , Ecclesia , to resolve important issues , such as the war and peace , administer -income
linked treaties , accepted new laws and removed old ones. Here was found even the bull , the
representative body of the Council between sessions and the strategist , military and civilian head
of connectivity , prostate , chairman of the executive and the chief priest of the whole tribe .
The strategist, recently proved in town Antigonea and which leaves to think about organizing a
koinon of Antigona on its own within the Kaonian koinon. As long as Butrint was within the
framework of connectivity Epirus, attended the same political path as Phoinike, so both these
cities did not suffered the fate of 70 other cities of Epirus, which was destroyed by the Romans
between them and Antigonea. Koinoni of Prasaibes is losing its independence under the inclusion
15
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of Epirus in the province of Macedonia. Butrint become a city of Municip, although prasaibes,
new inscriptions discovered in Butrint, kept their particular organization, at least until the year
100 BC, then, around the year 40 B.C Butrint colony becomes a city, where the Romans placed
the military garrisons. It was Caesar initiative that in 45 B.C established a colony Butrot veterans.
Pompon Roman Latifondisti Atiku located in the area of Kestrine which came next to Butrotas
against abuses Caesar veterans with their lands.
This is the period of abuse made by the Romans in the first century B.C, especially during the
reign of the Roman viceroy K.Pizoni. Roman orator Cicero in a speech against it expressed "....
Epirus completely destroyed.... all have proven that you had come only to steal, robbed, abused
and treated us as enemies"21. Strabo, showing the situation after the Roman destruction in Epirus
and Illyria, states that "All Epirus and Illyria were once rich and now a large part of them is
wasted and settlements are abandoned villages and ruins22." Koinoni existed until 27 B.C, when
August installed veteran Roman veteran in Buthrot calling Augusta Buthrotum Colonia.
The Placement of Augustus of a centralized political and economic system, is known as
Principat,which was brought as a result of the collapse of major Chaon Koinon and his subKoinōnia. The place of Koin administration was felt by colonial. With the Roman invasion,
gradually Kaoni loses its name and Chaon too. Acknowledgements, avoiding identifying any of
the authors prior to peer review
2. Conclusions
In geographical and cultural aspects, Chaonia and Chanones there was a bridge between Illyrian
civilization in north and it Epirus in South.
In the big Koinon of Epirus, Chaones had played an important political role,
especially when the capital was made the antique Chaon city of Phoinique.
Political organization of was according to its urban development.
Roman invasion destroyed Epir, but no Chaonia, which in the Roman-Macedonian conflict was
part with Roman.
This good relationship can be demonstrated and verified from Prasait Koinon organization, with
Buthroti as Center.
During Roma invasion, Chaon cities take the status of colony cities and “civitas libera” free
cities.
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